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T-tube placement as a method for treating penetrating oesophageal injuries

Roger Christopher Gill, K.M Inam Pal*, Fatima Mannan, Amber Bawa, Saulat H. Fatimi
Aga Khan University Hospital, Karachi, Pakistan

ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION: Penetrating oesophageal injuries are extremely rare. Their timely recognition can be difficult and optimal treatment remains controversial. Early recognition of injury is possible with the help of a high index of suspicion and early radiological and endoscopic examinations. Prompt surgical intervention with primary repair of injury, should be the goal.

PRESENTATION OF CASES: We describe two cases of penetrating oesophageal trauma where T-Tube placement through the oesophageal defect, was successfully employed. Both cases proved to be challenging due to time lapse after injury and anatomical location.

DISCUSSION: Penetrating injuries to the Oesophagus are rare with a reported incidence of 11–17%, most are due to gunshot injuries or stabings, cervical followed by the thoracic Oesophagus are most at risk. In delayed presentations and sepsis related multi-organ instability, diversion and drainage are considered appropriate. T-tube placement through defects in difficult situations of delayed presentation is well described in setting of iatrogenic perforations. Their use has been described in penetrating injuries but much less frequently.

CONCLUSION: T-tube placement though oesophageal defects can prove to be an effective treatment option to repair both iatrogenic and penetrating injuries of the Oesophagus, whether early or delayed.

© 2016 Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of IJS Publishing Group Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

A T-tube placed in the Oesophagus through the site of injury, to create a controlled oesophago-cutaneous fistula is a well described method for managing oesophageal perforations secondary to iatrogenic or blunt trauma [1]. This technique has been described in clinical situations of delayed presentation or recognition, where primary repair cannot be undertaken due to extensive local inflammation and hemodynamic instability related to sepsis [2]. The method works by reducing local spillage and providing a draining conduit to the exterior for the esophagus, thus allowing other measures to overcome the local infective process. Time after a fibrous tract forms around the tube which eventually obliterates once the tube is removed; providing an effective means to treat this potentially devastating injury [3]. The use of a T-tube in penetrating injuries of the Oesophagus was reported as far back as 1954 as a case report [4]. Though successful its use in this setting has been infrequent over the years. We describe two cases in which primary repair of injuries were difficult, due to delayed presentation in one and anatomical location of injury in both.

2. First case

A 31 year old male was brought to the ER, having suffered a single gunshot injury from a handgun a short while before presentation. On initial assessment the patient was noted to be alert, oriented and hemodynamically stable. A single puncture wound was noted on the right shoulder with no exit site. There were reduced breath sounds bilaterally on chest auscultation. All peripheral pulses were palpable and of good volume. There was nil of note on abdominal examination. A CT scan of chest and abdomen with oral and IV contrast was performed. Bilateral lung contusions and haemo-pneumothorax was noted (Fig. 1). There was no extravasation of contrast from the Oesophagus and not major vascular or tracheal injury identified. Bilateral tube thoracostomies were done and patient admitted for close observation. Over the next few days his clinical condition slowly worsened, with evidence of sepsis. A repeat CT scan with I/V and oral contrast demonstrated a right plural fluid collection and extravasation of contrast from the upper thoracic Oesophagus. A right anterolateral thoracotomy, through the 6th intercostal space was performed. Lung decortication and wide mediastinal debridment was done, the bullet was removed. A single tangential injury was identified on the postero-
lateral aspect of the upper thoracic Oesophagus. The wound edges were freshened. Due to significant local contamination and delayed diagnosis a primary repair was not attempted. A size 18 T-tube was placed through the defect and wound edges approximated with interrupted vicryl sutures.

The tube was brought out through the 4th intercostal space in the anterior-axillary line. Apical and basal chest tubes were placed and chest closed. A feeding jejunostomy was made to through a small upper midline incision. His post-operative recovery was uneventful, jejunostomy feeding was established and continued for 6 weeks. At 4 weeks some oral liquids were allowed. T-tube was removed in clinic at 6 weeks and an oral contrast study was done a week later to document absence of stricture or significant spillage. Full oral intake was allowed following this.

3. Second case

A 20 year old male was transferred to hospital, having suffered injuries due to a bomb blast. The incident had occurred over 6 h prior to presentation to ER. On initial assessment the patient was noted to be awake and alert and not in any distress, he was complaining of pain on the left side of his neck. On physical examination a single puncture wound was noted at the base of neck on the left side. There was surrounding crepitation. No other injuries were identified. A CT scan of the head neck and chest with oral and I/V contrast was undertaken.

A foreign body was noted along the posterior wall of the lower cervical Oesophagus with spillage of contrast (Fig. 2).

Immediate neck exploration was performed through an incision along the anterior border of the sternocleidomastoid muscle. The foreign body (a ball bearing) was located at the thoracic inlet in close proximity to the Oesophagus and removed. A single perforation along the posterior oesophageal wall was identified. A local hematoma was evacuated and perforation edges were freshened. Primary repair of the defect was considered due to early presentation, but it was felt that to safely close the defect considerable mobilization of the proximal and distal Oesophagus would be needed. The distal mobilization was difficult due to location of injury at the thoracic inlet. Due to recent successful usage of T-tube in another patient with similarly located injury (case no. 1) it was decided to place a T-tube through the defect and manage as a controlled fistula. Interrupted Vicryl sutures were used to close the wound around the tube. A silicone drain was placed in the vicinity; the T-tube and drain were exteriorized through stab incisions on the anterior upper chest wall. A feeding jejunostomy was made through an upper midline incision. Post-operative recovery was uneventful; feeding was maintained through the jejunostomy. At 6 weeks the T-tube was removed in clinic without any immediate sequelae and a contrast study was performed a week later to document the absence of stricture or significant spillage. Normal oral intake was allowed thereon.

4. Discussion

Penetrating injuries to the Oesophagus are rare with a reported incidence of 11–17%, most are secondary to gunshot injuries or stabblings. Cervical followed by the thoracic Oesophagus are sites most at risk [5]. Clinical presentation can be subtle and recognition of the injury delayed; the latter being an important factor responsible for high associated mortality rate, up to 40% [6].

An oral contrast study was considered the gold standard for establishing the diagnosis, though an oral and I/V contrast enhanced CT scan is probably as effective and should now be the investigation of choice. An upper gastrointestinal endoscopy may add to the accuracy.

Principles of treatment consist of controlling spillage from the Oesophagus, local debridement of infected tissues and provision of adequate drainage to the area, use of broad spectrum antibiotics and maintenance of adequate nutrition.

Surgery is aimed at re-establishing the oesophageal integrity and controlling spillage thus addressing the mediastinitis and sepsis [7–9]. The specific surgical approach taken varies depending upon the location and extent of injury, time delay before intervention, haemodynamic stability of patient and experience of surgeon [10,11].

Due to the rarity of the condition no definitive treatment guidelines are available. The generally recommended approach for perforations detected within 24 h of injury, is primary repair after freshening of wound edges. Some authors advocate reinforcement with use of plural or local muscle flap. Associated incidence of leakage and mortality is quite low [7]. For injuries identified beyond 24 h the situation is less clear. Most authors suggest an individualised approach based upon extent of delay, extent of local contamination, general clinical state of the patient and just as importantly experience of surgeon. Primary repair with or without buttressing with local flaps can be done, there is however a higher incidence of post-operative leakage and septic complications, including death. Other well described methods include diversion of salivary stream by an end or loop Oesophagostomy.

Fig. 1. CT scan image showing bullet lodged in the right apical lung with bilateral pulmonary contusions. The bullet track is well visualized.

Fig. 2. Non ionic contrast swallow performed on the 12th day, contrast leakage from the upper thoracic Oesophagus is well seen (black arrow).
with provision of enteral feeding by gastrostomy or jejunalostomy. These require complex reconstructions subsequently [11–16].

A well described though infrequently mentioned technique, used mainly in the setting of delayed interventions for iatrogenic oesophageal perforations is the placement of a ‘T-tube’ through them rent with exteriorization and local drainage by chest tubes. It has been shown to produce good results with many patients being salvaged by this method. There are reports of this method being applied with success in the setting of delayed presentation of penetrating injuries [17,18].

In both of our cases the location of injury at the thoracic inlet made it difficult to attempt primary repair; in first case delayed presentation was an additional factor. In both we placed a T-tube through the defect which was narrowed around the tube with a few interrupted vicryl sutures. The tubes were exteriorized through the intercostal spaces using the shortest route. The plural space was drained with chest tubes after local debridement in the first case, in the 2nd one a silicone drain was placed in the vicinity of the injury. Removal of T-tubes was done in clinic about 6 weeks later without problems. There were no swallowing problems in subsequent clinic follow up.

5. Conclusion

T-tube placement through a perforation can be considered an effective treatment option, in difficult to repair iatrogenic or penetrating injuries of the Oesophagus.
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